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LIMITED WARRANTY 

 
Blue Mountain Avionics Inc (hereinafter referred to as “BMA”) provides the following limited warranty. If you should have any 
questions, please contact the avionics dealer that sold you the BMA product or contact BMA directly. 
 
If during the one (1) year period from the date of original shipment from BMA, your BMA Product is found on authorized inspection 
to have a defect in material or workmanship, BMA or an authorized representative will repair such defect or replace the defective 
unit without charge for parts or labor. Routine maintenance work and the results of normal wear are not covered by this warranty 
except as noted. BMA reserves the right to utilize reconditioned subassemblies as warranty replacements in the repair of the 
product. In the event BMA determines that the unit cannot be repaired, BMA will replace the defective unit with either the same 
model product or one that is reasonably equivalent. At BMA’s discretion, replacement units or repaired units may include software or 
hardware updates and revisions that alter some characteristics of the product. Should warranty service be required, the warranty 
period will be extended by the number of days that elapse between the date a defect is reported and the date that the repaired unit 
is returned. BMA assumes no responsibility for payment of any repair services performed by third parties including removal of the 
unit from the aircraft, inspection, packaging, handling, or installation unless such services are authorized in advance and in writing 
by BMA.  BMA reserves the right to make changes, upgrades, and improvements to its products without incurring any obligation to 
install such changes, upgrades, and improvements in previously manufactured products. 
 
If during the warranty period, title to the aircraft in which the product is installed is transferred the remainder of the warranty may be 
transferred to the new owner by notifying BMA in writing of the transaction. Such notification must include complete address 
information for the original owner and the new owner as well as the N number and serial number of the aircraft and the serial 
number of the BMA product. Please contact BMA directly if you have any questions regarding the BMA limited warranty. This limited 
warranty is the only warranty which BMA makes with respect to your BMA Products. BMA disclaims all other warranties relating to 
the product including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular use. In any event, BMA shall not be liable for any 
incidental or consequential damages. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages 
and some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty may last; therefore, the above limitations or exclusions 
may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have other rights that vary from state to state. In 
the event any of the provisions of this warranty are found by statute or by applicable administrative or judicial entity to be 
unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall remain in force. 
 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF BUYER 

 
Please read the Pilot’s Guide of your BMA Product and the equipment to which it is connected. The information provided in your 
Pilot’s Guide covers operation and safety precautions. This warranty does NOT cover expenses incurred due to a lack of 
understanding of the functioning of the product when it is operating as designed. In order for BMA to provide proper warranty 
service, you may be required to: Supply proof of purchase documents, permit BMA or an authorized representative to provide the 
applicable warranty service during normal business hours, retain and provide to BMA (upon request) any documentation of the 
installation of the product in your aircraft, provide BMA with all pertinent information regarding the symptoms, failure, or defect 
initiating the request for warranty service. 
 

EXCLUSIONS 

 
This warranty does not cover the following; failures that are the result of improper installation, maintenance, or repair, failures that 
result from neglect, abnormal acceleration or deceleration, shock, modification, accidental damage, theft, vandalism, or exposure to 
extremes in temperature or relative humidity, radio frequency interference generated by equipment operated in violation of 
applicable FCC rules. 
 
All product or material returned to BMA must be properly packed and labeled with a Returned Material Authorization (RMA) number.  
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Need Help?  

 
 
If you are experiencing difficulties, we recommend that you: 
 

�� Read all documentation provided with your EFIS/Lite system. 
 

�� Read all documentation that has been provided as part of an update. 
 

�� Check our web site for latest revisions of the manual. This can be found in the Products/Support, 
EFIS/Lite section. 

 
After you are familiar with the documentation, please call us (423) 496-3510 or email 
support@bluemountainavionics.com 
 
Our office hours are 8:30am to 5:30pm Eastern Standard Time, Monday to Friday.  Many times, you can 
get after hours help using email or by visiting our Discussion Group on our web site at 
http://bluemountainavionics.com.  Our fax number is (423) 496-2524. 
 

Safety Considerations 
 
Although your EFIS/Lite is a reliable system, it can and probably will fail at some point.  Make sure you fly 
safe and always have an alternative form of instrumentation, especially for flight into IMC conditions. 
Flight into IMC or during night can result in serious injury or death if the EFIS/Lite system should fail and 
you do not have appropriate backup instruments.  Either install two EFIS/Lites or one EFIS/Lite and 
conventional instruments for IFR flight.  IFR flight is a serious business – have two ways of doing 
everything critical to flight safety. The EFIS/Lite is intended for Experimental Aircraft and has not been 
certified by the FAA for use in certificated aircraft. 
 
Please fly safe and have fun! 
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 Section I- Equipment Description 

Introduction 

 

This document contains Four Sections, and includes the material necessary to safely and effectively 
operate the EFIS/Lite System in accordance with its design intentions and the general guidelines of safe 
flight.   Throughout this document, specific colors and annot ations are utilized to direct your 
attention to either additional information:  

 

Note:   This item will be in bold black text as in this example.   
 

 Warning:  These items will be in bold yellow text a s in this 
example.  These conditions may damage your EFIS/Lit e or cause 
aberrant operation.  

 

 Danger:  These items will be bold red text as in t his example.  
These are conditions that can cause extreme danger,  death, or 
violation of FAA Regulations.  

 

Please read this entire document to get the most out of your new EFIS/Lite System.  While the design of 
the system is centered around being intuitive for the pilot, it is important to know all of the features 
contained in the system, and how those features can be best utilized to maximize your investment in this 
exceptional equipment. 

 
The design of this document has been carefully thought out to provide you with all of the right information, 
at the right time, and in a format to make it easy to find exactly what you are looking for in the shortest 
amount of time.  The format used is basically the same as that which you are familiar with in all of your 
aircraft operating handbooks.   
 
Section I – Equipment Description 
 
This section is the basic overview and description of the system and what it can do for you.  It is laid out 
in the order that the equipment would typically be used starting with the Flight Modes and then to the 
Non-Flight Modes.  It is in this section that you get a feel of what the different subunits will do for you.   
Equipment Operation 
 
Section II- Equipment Operation 
 
This section and is a breakdown of what each individual unit of information is, and how to use that 
information. 
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Section III- Emergency/Unusual Operations 

 
The third section  is the Emergency/Unusual Operations  section and contains information pertaining to 
what you should do if the system malfunctions or displays conflicting data.   
 
Section IV- System Component Overview 
 
The fourth, and last, section  is the System Component Overview  section and describes each of the 
individual main components of the EFIS/Lite system. 
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Equipment Description 

Quick Start  
 
We realize that with the purchase of a new and exciting product like the EFIS/Lite, you probably want to 
get started flying right away.  So here’s a quick reference to get you going.  Please don’t completely 
ignore the rest of this manual, however, as the EFIS/Lite has a multitude of features and functions which 
you should not be without.  We have packed as much stuff into this instrument as we possibly could, and 
we want you to get the very most out of it. 
 
 

EFIS/Lite Front Bezel �
 
 

 
 
The EFIS/Lite gives you access to a wealth of information about your aircraft and your flight.   

 
 

Flight Modes  

 
There are three flight modes built into each EFIS/Lite, plus many other features.  The flight modes include 
the Electronic Attitude Direction Indicator mode, or ADI, the Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicator, or 
HSI, and the moving map.  The ADI (pictured here) completely replaces the traditional “six-pack” of flight 
instruments, in addition to displaying much more information, all at a glance.  The HSI provides all the 
navigation information necessary for any type of navigation.  The Moving Map gives the pilot greatly 
increased situational awareness.  
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Non-Flight Modes  

 
There are also three other modes (non-flight) to choose from.  The Autopilot page gives you a fully 
functional two-axis autopilot, able to navigate based either upon the internal GPS or an external nav 
radio.  (This requires additional hardware.)  The Checklist page contains user-programmable checklists.  
The Settings page displays information about your destination airport, current waypoint, and Virtual VOR 
controls, among other things. 
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Section II- Equipment Operation 

EFIS/Lite Bezel Controls 

 
  
EFIS/Lite Bezel 

 
The EFIS/Lite is controlled by four buttons and two concentric knobs on the EFIS/Lite Front Bezel, as 
shown above.  Following is a description of each button and its function. 

 
Display  
 
Pushing this button alternates between the 3 flight mode screens.  These include: 

 
�� ADI – Attitude and Direction Indicator 
�� HSI - Horizontal Situation Indicator 
�� Moving Map  

 
Autopilot  
 
 Pushing this button calls up the autopilot configuration page.  This page is where you: 

�� Select the Navigation mode or source 
�� Activate the autopilot 
�� Activate altitude pre-select 
�� Set altitude pre-select 
�� Activate altitude hold 
�� Set up vertical navigation 
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Checklists  
 
Pushing this button calls up the checklist menu, from which the pilot may select any 
checklist.  Once selected, the checklist appears on screen, and each item may be 
checked off as it is done.  

 
 
Settings Page  
 
Pushing this button calls up the settings page, where the pilot can: 

 
· View the current software version installed in EFIS/Lite 
· Set the altimeter 
· Set the altimeter units of measure 
· Set an altitude bug 
· Change the moving map type 
· Change the moving map scale 
· Set level 
· Fast Erect 
· Enter a GPS destination 
· View pertinent information on the destination airport 
· Scroll through the Flight Service frequencies for the current location 
· Set the Virtual VOR identifier 
· Set the OBS for Virtual VOR 
· Find the nearest VOR 

    
    

The two concentric knobs change their function based upon what is currently shown on the 
screen.   
 
In the ADI and HSI modes , the two Selection & Data Entry knobs have the following use: 

· Outer Knob  – Moves the Heading bug. 
· Inner Knob  – Moves the OBS (Omni Bearing Selector) 
· Pushing the inner knob IN  cycles  ADI modes Night  / Terrain  / Normal  / Acrobatic  

 
In the Moving Map mode : 

· Outer Knob  – Switches the airways on and off 
· Inner Knob  – Zooms in and out (changes the scale) 

 
In the Autopilot and Settings pages : 

· Outer Knob  – Moves the cursor between fields 
· Inner Knob  – Scrolls through the values in the selected field 
· Push Inner Knob  – Activate or Enter 
 

In the Checklist page : 
· Outer Knob  – Turn to scroll through the checklists 
· Inner Knob  – Push to select a checklist 
· Inner Knob  – Turn to skip an item 
· Inner Knob  – Push to check off an item 
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Display Element Overview 
 
Once the EFIS/Lite is powered on and has initialized the screen it will look something like the image 
below.   
 
Day ADI Display 
 

 
 
Night ADI Display 
 

 
 
 
The default mode is ADI.   
 
 

NOTE:   Please note that the images shown in this g uide were not taken 
during flight and the data shown are examples only.  Some data 
on the screen may conflict with other data elsewher e. 
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EADI - The Electronic Attitude and Direction Indica tor 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

The ADI is the default mode for the EFIS/Lite.   If it is not the current mode, it can be selected by 
pushing the “DSP” button on the remote keypad.  This will scroll between the ADI, HSI, and Moving Map.  
As you can see the Electronic ADI replaces many conventional instruments and combines them all into a 
single electronic format.  This significantly reduces instrument scanning and thereby the pilot’s work load. 
Starting from the bottom left of the ADI display and moving clockwise, the various information readouts 
are described.  
 

1. Heading Bug  

 
The heading bug appears on the magnetic heading tape.  This allows the pilot to see the 
heading bug even when the HSI is not selected, providing for navigation from the ADI mode.   
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2. CDI   

 
When ILS, LOC, Virtual VOR or External VOR nav mode is selected, a 
CDI (Course Deviation Indicator) will appear on the ADI in addition to 
appearing on the HSI.  This feature allows the pilot to monitor 
navigation course without compromising the flight instrument scan.   

 

3.  V-Speeds  

 
V-Speeds are shown on the airspeed vertical scrolling tape.  These are set in the initial 
installation process.   
 
 
 

 
NOTE:   The blue mountain autopilot, if installed, will not attempt to 

decelerate below Vy, even if told to do so.   

4. GPS Ground Speed  

 
Once the aircraft is moving and is receiving a good GPS signal, the ground speed will be shown 
and is displayed in knots. Like all data elements in the EFIS/Lite, “---“ refers to no data or 
information unavailable.  Zero means, in this case, GPS is good and the aircraft is not moving. 

 

5. Slip/Skip indicator  

 
A digital representation of the standard slip/skid ball.   
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6. Airspeed Limitation Ribbons  

 
As your speed increases, the colored speed ribbons will be shown.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
NOTE:   For ribbons to be displayed, the correct in formation for your 

aircraft should have been entered during the instal lation process 
on the Setup page.  If it has not, the various V sp eeds and 
colored ribbons will not be present. 

 
The following colored ribbons are shown, if defined. 
 

White Arc  – Vs0 to Vfe  
Green Arc  – Vs1 to Va 
Yellow Arc  – Vno to Vne 
Red Arc – Vne and above 

 
The EFIS/Lite is shipped with the Airspeed calibrat ed in knots.   Although it can be recalibrated to 
miles per hour, it is not recommended as other speeds such as ground speed are in knots and cannot be 
changed. 

7. Indicated Air Speed IAS  

 
The airspeed indicator consists of two parts; a scrolling tape, and a boxed number 
showing the current indicated air speed.  This format gives both a moving visual reference 
as well as a discrete number.  V speeds are marked in yellow along the tape as it moves 
as long as they have been entered during the setup and installation phase.   
 
 
 
 

NOTE:   The air data computer cannot sense a reliab le airspeed below 35 
knots indicated.  Therefore EFIS/Lite will show 35 knots by 
default until indicated airspeed increases above 35 . 
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8. Glide Slope  

 
When ILS Nav mode is selected, a glide slope indicator will appear to the right of the airspeed 
tape.  Indication is the same as on a traditional glide slope indicator; when the dot is above center 
the glide slope is above the aircraft.  When the dot is below center the glide slope is below the 
aircraft. 
 
 

 

9. Airspeed Trend  

 
When your air speed increases or decreases, the magenta trend line will extend from the centerline 
to indicate the air speed that you will be at in 10 seconds  at the current rate of change. This type 
of indication can be very useful to precisely hit a targeted speed; on final approach to a runway, for 
example. 

 

10. True Air Speed TAS  

 
True Airspeed is computed automatically from IAS and Outside Air Temperature (OAT). 
The OAT must be installed and functional to get correct TAS reading.  The OAT can be 
displayed by selecting the Settings Page (SET Button on Bezel). 

 

11. Nav Mode  

 
This display shows the current mode for navigation.  Selected on the AP (autopilot) page, this 
is where EFIS/Lite is getting its current navigation information from.  This can be any of eight 
choices: GPS (Internal GPS), Vir VOR (GPS-based VOR navigation), Heading Bug, Course 
Bug, VOR (External Nav radio required), LOC (External Nav radio required), LOC Back 
Course (External Nav radio required), or ILS (External Nav radio required).  These modes are 
described in detail below. 

 
NOTE:   If this display is flashing, EFIS/Lite does  not have a reliable 

signal from the source that has been selected.  The refore this 
mode is unreliable for navigation.   

 DANGER: PLEASE USE CAUTION  when the nav mode is 
flashing, especially at night or in IMC. 

 
The following Nav modes are available: 

 
HDG – Heading Bug mode  
The autopilot will use the heading bug on the EHSI for lateral navigation. Rotate the outer knob 
on the bezel to change the heading bug.  Turning the knob slowly moves the bug in small 
increments, turning the knob quickly moves the knob in 20 degree jumps.  Think: Fast to move 
fast, slow to move slow. 
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CRS – Course Bug Mode  
 

The autopilot will use the course bug on the EHSI to fly a given course.  This may be new to 
some pilots!   A course bug is simply a heading bug corrected for wind.  In other words, it 
determines the aircraft’s track across the ground regardless of the wind conditions.  A heading 
bug only points the nose of the aircraft at a specific heading and does not take drift into account.   
 
NOTE:   Be aware that, in the case of a crosswind, the nose of the aircraft 

will be pointed somewhat into the wind and not to t he selected 
course.  The aircraft is flying a ground course, no t a heading.  
Rotate the outer knob on the bezel to change the co urse bug.  A 
Course Line will be shown on top of the map showing  where the 
aircraft will be in 3 minutes  (this time is config urable during 
installation). 

 

Ext VOR – External Radio Navigation  
 

Selecting this mode instructs the autopilot to use the information provided by an external radio 
receiver.  If the Nav receiver is tuned to a VOR, a CDI (Course Deviation Indicator) will be shown 
in the EHSI and the autopilot will intersect the selected radial and fly that course.  If the Nav 
receiver is a GPS receiver with flight planning, the EFIS/Lite autopilot will fly the course based 
upon tracking information (left or right of course) from the selected flight plan and the aircraft’s 
position. 
 
If the Nav receiver is tuned to an ILS/LOC the autopilot can intercept both the localizer and glide 
path to fly the ILS. 
 
NOTE:  When flying an ILS, the EFIS/Lite autopilot will follow the glide 

slope in descent, but as with any autopilot, vigila nce must be 
maintained for airspeed and descent minimums.   

 
This mode is also be used to couple to an external GPS radio.  ExtVor is really any external radio. 
 
Vir VOR – Virtual VOR  

 
This feature tells the Autopilot to fly via Virtual VOR indication.  The Virtual VOR capability is 
explained in the “Autopilot Page” section of the manual.  Briefly, this mode uses GPS to simulate 
the Nav receiver and navigation using a VOR.  Any VOR can be selected, regardless of distance. 
The EHSI will show a deviation needle, selected OBS and TO/FROM flags just as it would if using 
the external navigation mode and a Nav radio.  Rotate the inner knob on the bezel to set the 
desired OBS.  .  Turning the knob slowly moves the bug in small increments, turning the knob 
quickly moves the knob in 20 degree jumps.  Think: Fast to move fast, slow to move slow. 
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GPS – Use internal GPS flight plan  

 
This mode commands the autopilot system to follow a GPS fix. The autopilot can only follow 
these fixes if a valid GPS signal is being received.  
 
ILS – Navigation using the LOC/GS signals  
 
The HSI will display both the glide slope and localizer signals being received from your Nav 
receiver.  The autopilot will fly the heading bug until the localizer is intercepted and then turn to fly 
the localizer.   
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Localizer  – Localizer  
 

The HSI will display the localizer signal being received from your Nav receiver. This is similar to 
an ILS without the Glideslope information.  The autopilot will fly the heading bug until the localizer 
is intercepted and then turn to fly the localizer course. 
 
LOC BCRS – Navigation using the localizer back cour se 
 
The HSI will display the localizer back course signals being received from your Nav receiver.  Use 
this mode for flying a back course localizer.  The autopilot will fly the heading bug until the back 
course localizer is intercepted and then turn to fly the localizer back course.   

 

12. AP Status  

 
When the word “Autopilot” is displayed here, the pilot has requested that the autopilot 
be engaged.  To the right of the word “Autopilot” the currently selected altitude is 
displayed.  Below the word “Autopilot” is the currently selected Nav Source.  If flashing,    
it is not valid for navigation. 

 
 

 DANGER: If the Mode flag, such as GPS, Vir VOR or E xt Nav is 
flashing, it indicates that the source is not valid .  DO NOT LEAVE 
THE AUTOPILOT ON IN THIS STATE.  Perhaps you have l ost the 
GPS signal, or don’t have the Nav radio tuned to th e correct 
frequency.  

 

13.  Pitch  

 
Pitch attitude is displayed by the dot in the center of the “flying W”  and its 
relative position to the horizon bar.  Pitch angles of 5 degree increments are 
shown by shorter horizontal lines, and pitch angles in 10 degree increments 
are shown by longer horizontal lines with the corresponding numeric 
indications at each end of the line. 
 

 

 
 
When pitch or roll angle exceeds 30 degrees EFIS/Lite displays a yellow sky 
pointer to aid in recovering from unusual attitudes.  This pointer points “Up” in 
any attitude, and can be a real help in recovering from an upset.
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14. Bank Angle 
 
Bank angle is displayed towards the top of the attitude display.  As the aircraft is 
rolled into a bank the white sky pointer (white triangle) moves to indicate at what 
bank angle the plane is flying. Each black dot is 10 degrees, the first black bar is 30 

degrees and the last is 45 degrees of bank.  The yellow bars indicate standard rate of turn (3 degrees per 
second), and will move in or out based upon current airspeed.   
 

15.  Sky Pointer  

 
The Black triangle pointing upwards is the “Sky Pointer”, and it always does just that – point at the 
sky.  This may be new to some pilots, and may take a little getting used to.  Once accustomed to 
it, most pilots prefer this type of  display.   

 
16. Standard Rate Turn  

 
The yellow bars indicate the bank angle required to make a standard rate turn (3 degrees 
per second or 2-minute turn) at the current airspeed.  Their position is based on indicated 
airspeed, and will move in and out to indicate the correct bank. 

17. GPS Status  

 
The 12-channel GPS receiver built into EFIS/Lite is the same as in many of today’s 
approach certified GPS receivers, although it has not been certified in EFIS/Lite.  This 
indicator, in the upper right-hand corner of the EFIS/Lite display, shows whether the GPS 

receiver has a reliable fix.  If it does, it will show the word GPS in green, as shown here.  If it does not 
have a reliable signal, it will show “NO GPS” in red.  This is important for several reasons.  The internal 
navigation functions are all based upon GPS position.  The moving map relies on it as well.  And the 
AHRS (Attitude and Heading Reference System) uses GPS to augment the attitude solution, in aerobatic 
maneuvers, for example.  If GPS position is unavailable, don’t worry.  The AHRS attitude is still more 
accurate than a mechanical gyro even unaided. 

18. VSI – Vertical Speed Indicator  

 
The aircraft’s vertical speed is shown, in feet per minute, as a black bar just to the left of the 
altimeter tape.  The bar extends from the centerline up or down to indicate climb or descent. A 
digital read out at the end of the bar provides the current VSI reading.  The example shows 
600ft/min climb.   

 

 

19. Altitude Trend  

 
Altitude Trend is a magenta bar that grows outward from the horizon line on the ADI.  The tip 
of the bar aligns with the altitude the aircraft will be at in ten seconds if current climb rate 
continues.  This is very useful in leveling off at cruise altitude, for example.  Simply fly the 
aircraft such that the tip of the trend bar remains adjacent to the altitude you wish to level off 
at, and you’ll level off perfectly at that altitude.  The Altitude Trend bar is also more sensitive to 
changes than the Altimeter, and can be very useful in finding thermals in motorgliders, or 
maintaining a stabilized descent on approach 
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20. Altitude  

 
The Altimeter consists of a vertical scrolling tape, and a digital readout.  The tape is marked in 
hundreds of feet, and the digital readout displays altitude in 10 foot increm ents .  This 
meets CFR 14 91 part 205(d) for altimeter requireme nts for IFR, in that you need a 
“Sensitive altimeter adjustable for barometric pres sure”.   Sensitive altimeter, according 
to NASA, means an altimeter which shows altitude in increments of at least 20 feet .   
 
 

 

 

21. Altimeter Setting  

 
Setting the altimeter on the EFIS/Lite can be accomplished by manually entering it on the 
settings page.  You can also change the units of measure for the altimeter setting on the settings 
page.  These can be either Hg (inches of mercury), Mb (millibars), or Feet (feet above sea level). 

 

22. Magnetic Heading  

 
Magnetic heading is displayed two ways.  There is a scrolling tape across the 
bottom of the display marked every ten degrees, and there is a digital display 
showing current magnetic heading to the degree.  Heading is gyro-corrected so that 
it always displays properly without the pilot having to compensate for turning errors. 

 
 

Altimeter Bug and Alert  
 

A bug may be placed from the Autopilots menu to bracket an altitude on the tape.  This appears 
as a yellow shaded area around the chosen Altitude.     
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EHSI - Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicator  
 
The HSI is selected by pushing the “DSP” button on the EFIS/Lite Bezel.  This will scroll between the ADI, 
HSI, and Moving Map.  The HSI is a complete and comprehensive navigation tool which displays 
navigation information in an easy to read uncluttered display.  It is a 360 degree rotating compass card 
that indicates magnetic heading overlaid by a course needle with course deviation indication.   
 

 
Starting from the bottom left of the HSI display and moving clockwise, the various information readouts 
are described. 

1. Zulu Time  

 
The lower left hand corner of the HSI shows current Zulu time.  This is set automatically 
from the GPS and requires no adjustment. 
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2. Nav Mode  

 
The currently selected navigation mode is shown here, along with ambiguity if you’re 
navigating via Virtual VOR or External VOR.  This can be Heading Bug, Course Bug, Virtual 
VOR, External VOR, GPS, ILS, LOC or Loc Back Course. This is set on the AP (Autopilot) 

page, but it is not necessary to have the optional autopilot hardware.  This is simply where you choose 
which Nav mode you wish to use to navigate.  The Mode will display either: 
 

�� To / From / Off Indication 
�� GPS 
�� Vir VOR 
�� Ext VOR 
�� ILS 
�� LOC 
�� LOC BCRS 
�� HDG 
�� CRS 

3. Glide Slope  

 
If the current Nav mode is ILS, glide slope will appear here.  If the glide slope signal is good, 
the arrow will appear and give you vertical course guidance.  If the arrow is above centerline, 
the glide slope is above you.  If the glide slope signal is unreliable or absent, the 5 dots of the 
indicator will appear, but the arrow will not.   
 

 

 

4. Wind Arrow  

 
The direction of the wind at your current altitude is shown here.  This is a depiction of direction 
only, not wind speed.  This is useful for finding tailwinds, giving pilot reports, situational 
awareness on final approach, and detecting wind sheer. 

 

5. Wind Direction and Speed  

 
This is a digital display of current wind direction and speed at your current altitude.  This ties in 
with the wind arrow for situational awareness.   
 

 
NOTE:   This display will show “---“ with no wind a rrow if the aircraft is 

not in motion. 

6. Ground Track  

 
This is your current track over the ground in degrees magnetic. 
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7. Magnetic Heading  

 
Each dot around the circumference of the compass card represents ten (10) degrees 
magnetic.  This shows a heading of 018. 
 

 

8. Heading Bug  

 
The Heading Bug is set by turning the outer knob on the EFIS/Lite Front Bezel. The heading 
bug is always displayed.  If Course Bug mode is selected the heading bug becomes a 
course bug. Turning the knob slowly moves the bug in small increments, turning the knob 
quickly moves the knob in 20 degree jumps.  Think: Fast to move fast, slow to move slow. 

 
 

9. OBS 

 
The OBS (Omni Bearing Selector) shows the currently selected course.  It consists 
of two main parts: the course needle, and the course deviation indicator, or CDI.  
Turning the inner knob on the EFIS/Lite Front Bezel moves the course needle.  
Moving the knob slowly moves the bug in small increments, turning the knob 
quickly moves the knob in 20 degree jumps.  Think: Fast to move fast, slow to 
move slow. 
 
 The color of the needle is keyed to the current nav source as shown in the table: 
 

Needle Color Navigation Source 
Blue Virtual VOR 

Green Internal GPS Flight plan, next waypoint 
Yellow External Nav Radio either VOR/GS/Loc. 

 
 

 
 

10.  CDI (Course Deviation Indicator)  

 
The second part of the OBS is the CDI or Course Deviation Indicator.  This is the middle part of the 
needle, and it deflects left or right to indicate where the course is.  If the needle is to the left, the course is 
to the left.  Each dot represents 2 degrees off course when flying any Nav Mode except ILS.  Each dot 
represents a half a degree when in ILS mode.   

 
TIP. When the CDI is displaced left or right, a good rule of thumb is to turn the aircraft towards the middle 
needle (CDI) until the top of the middle needle is directly beneath the heading pointer.  As the middle 
needle (CDI) swings back into center, turn to keep the top of the needle under the heading pointer, and 
you’ll wind up with the correct amount of crosswind correction almost automatically. 
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11. Card Compass  

 
 
Behind the OBS and CDI is a vertical card compass that always 
moves with the aircraft to show magnetic heading at the top.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. GPS Waypoint  

 
Currently selected GPS waypoint is displayed here.  This can be an airport, VOR, NDB, 
intersection, or GPS waypoint.  This is entered on the settings page.  If the waypoint is an 
airport which has all letters in its identifier, it will be automatically preceded by a letter K if in 

the United States.  If your desination airport is outside the United States, you’ll need to enter the 
preceding letter.  The waypoint will flash when you are within 1.5NM of the waypoint. 
 

13. Distance to GPS waypoint  

 
This is in nautical miles.   
 
 

14. Bearing to GPS waypoint  

 
In degrees magnetic.  Match your ground track to this number and you’re headed straight for it.   

 

15. Time to GPS waypoint  

 
This is the amount of time it will take to reach the GPS waypoint from your current position at 
your current ground speed.  It is based upon the current course line direct to the GPS 
waypoint.  This is independent of your heading…this time will only be accurate if you fly a 

straight course direct to the GPS waypoint.   
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16. VOR Waypoint  

 
This is the 3-letter identifier for the current Ext VOR or Virtual VOR waypoint.  This is 
selected on the settings page.  If EFIS/Lite has a reliable GPS signal, you can navigate to 
any VOR in the world from anywhere in the world, based upon GPS position.  You can 
select a Radial to intercept by turning the outer knob on the EFIS/Lite Front Bezel, just as 
you would select a Radial on a standard Nav Head or OBS.   

 

17. VOR OBS 

 
This is the currently selected Radial for the External or Virtual VOR.  When a VOR is 
initially selected in the settings page, this is set to the current Bearing to the VOR.  If you 
wish to intercept a Radial other than direct, turn the outer knob on the EFIS/Lite Front 
Bezel to select the Radial you wish.  The CDI will move to show course deviation from the 
newly selected Radial.   

18. Virtual VOR Distance  

 
Distance to the current Virtual VOR waypoint in nautical miles.  This is computed from 
GPS data, and can be used with any type of waypoint.  The EFIS/Lite’s designer users 
it to synthesize a “virtual localizer” at airports he’s never visited. 

 

19. Lat/Long  

 
Latitude and Longitude of  your current position from GPS.   
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Moving Map 
 

 
 
 
The Moving Map function is selected by pushing the “DSP” button on the EFIS/Lite Front Bezel.  This will 
scroll between the ADI, HSI, and Moving Map modes.   
 
The moving map provides a “God’s Eye View” of your current position and the surrounding airspace.  It 
uses GPS position and a database to display airports, airspace, and airways relative to your aircrafts 
position and heading.  It also displays a 4-minute “Leader Line” and a Vnav target marker.   
 
Starting in the lower left-hand corner in the image above and moving clockwise are descriptions of some 
of the features on the moving map. 
 

1.  Class C Airspace  

 
Class B, C, and D airspace is shown, along with airspace altitudes.   
 

2. Airspace  

 
All controlled airspace is shown on the moving map.  The colors denote the type of airspace, as follows: 
   

Blue    Class B Airspace 
Magenta Class C Airspace 

  Dashed Blue   Class D Airspace 
  Red  Restricted Airspace 
  Yellow  MOA or Alert Areas 
 

Intersection 

Course Line 

Vnav Target 
Marker 

3-Minute Leader Line 

Airports Airspace 

Class C 
Airspace 

Airways 
Map Scale 

North Arrow 
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3. 3-Minute Leader Line  

 
EFIS/Lite computes your forecasted position based on your current groundspeed and track, and 
displays it in the form of a square at the end of your course line.     
 
If you have a course line (see Course Line below), you can lay the leader line directly over the 
course line to accurately fly the desired course.  The leader line is also very useful when 

approaching a runway in a crosswind…wind correction angle is very simple to see.  Just lay the leader 
line over the runway and you have the correct amount of wind correction angle.  This even works for 
instrument approaches! 
 

4. Vnav Target Marker  

 
When you select an altitude on the autopilot page, EFIS/Lite will compute the point at which your 
aircraft will arrive at that altitude based upon your current ground speed and rate of 
climb/descent.  This can be very useful when ATC instructs you to …”cross XXXXX (fix) at six 
thousand…”  You can use it to avoid certain types of airspace, or terrain.  You can also set the 
altitude to the pattern altitude at your destination airport to assist you in your descent to the 
pattern.  The Vnav marker is a green Dot with a green arc crossing across your courseline. 
 

 

5. Course Line  

 
When you have selected a GPS waypoint to navigate to, EFIS/Lite will draw a green course line 
between your position at the time you selected the waypoint and the waypoint.  For example, if 
you are on your departure airport and you select your destination airport for the GPS waypoint, 
you’ll get a green line directly between the two airports.  While enroute, the line will remain 
where it was drawn.  If you happen to stray off course, the line will not move, and if you have 
selected GPS for your nav function you will get a course deviation indicator on the HSI as well.  

If you wish to re-compute the direct course from your new position, select the settings page, move the 
cursor over the last letter of your destination, and press the inner knob on the EFIS/Lite Front Bezel.  This 
will redraw the course line from your current position.   
 

6. Intersection  

 
Airway Intersections are shown as a white triangle with the 5-letter identifier displayed next 
to it.   
 
 

 

7. Airports  

 
Airports with runways longer than 2,000 feet are shown on the moving map.  Airports with 
runways longer than 4,000 feet are drawn with the runways depicted.   
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8. North Pointer  

 
This arrow points north when the moving map is set to track up.  When north up mode is 
selected, the arrow is not used.  
 
 

 

9. Map Scale  

 
Map scale is selectable by either turning the inner knob on the EFIS/Lite Front Bezel when 
in Moving Map mode, or you may select the scale on the settings page.  The scale is map 
width, so when it reads 48 miles, for example, the map is 48 miles wide.   

 
NOTE:   You can also change scale by rotating the o uter knob . 

 

10. Airways  

 
Victor airways are drawn in blue, with their corresponding numbers displayed alongside.  
This picture shows Victor Airway 389 as it crosses the Drake intersection southeast of 
Colorado Springs.  The airways can be turned on and off by turning the outer knob on the 
EFIS/Lite Front Bezel left or right. 
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Autopilot Page – AP Button 
 
This screen can be called by touching the AP key.  The concentric knobs move the cursor on screen and 
change field values.   The AP has two autonomous sections, one for Lateral and one for Vertical 
guidance.  These can be operated separately, and are described below. 
  
 

 
 

1. Lateral Nav Engage  

 
Pushing the inner knob toggles the autopilot between Engaged  and Disengaged  letting you decide 
who’s doing the flying.  You can also hook up a button on the stick to Disengage , which is a good idea 
and easy to do.  It is also a good idea to have the system installed with an AP Master Switch that can be 
turned off in the event that the AP malfunctions.  By removing power from the AP sub-system you will be 
able to make any control changes required. Also, if the autopilot is properly installed, you should be able 
to override its actions without disconnecting the AP. This should be checked prior to each flight!. 
 
TIP: If you try to engage the AP and the Autopilot controller is now powered up, not connected or not 
working, EFIS/Sport takes you directly to the EADI page with the word DISENGAGE flashing in red where 
the Autopilot annunciators are shown.  This is to let you know that the AP is not talking to EFIS/Sport.   
 
DISENGAGE will continue to flash until any key or knob is touched alerting you that the AP is not 
listening, and it’s time for you to do the flying again. 

Lateral  Nav 
Source Altitude  Preselect  

Lateral Nav 
Engage 

Climb/Descent 
Mode 

Commit 
Change/Setting 

Altitude Hold  

Commit 
Change/Setting 

Vertical Nav 
Engage 

Vertical Speed 
Hold 

Clear Setting  

Nav Source 
Setting 
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2. Lateral Nav Source  

 
The AP will follow the navigation source selected here.  The options are: 

 
Heading Bug  
 
The autopilot will use the heading bug on the EHSI for lateral navigation. Rotate the outer knob 
on the bezel to change the heading bug. 
 
Course Bug  
 
The autopilot will use the course bug on the EHSI to fly a given course.  This may be new to 
some pilots!   A Course Bug is simply a heading bug corrected for wind.  In other words, it 
determines the aircraft’s track across the ground regardless of the wind conditions.  A heading 
bug only points the nose of the aircraft at a specific heading and does not take drift into account.   
 
NOTE:   Be aware that, in the case of a crosswind, the nose of the aircraft 

will be pointed somewhat into the wind and not to t he selected 
course.  The aircraft is flying a ground course, no t a heading.  
Rotate the outer knob on the EFIS/Lite Front Bezel to change the 
course bug. 

 
External VOR – External Radio Navigation using VORs  or External GPS  

 
Selecting this mode instructs the autopilot to use the information provided by an External Radio 
Receiver.  The receiver must be connected and calibrated, during installation, to the EFIS/Lite 
processor for this feature to work correctly.  If the Nav receiver is tuned to a VOR, a CDI (Course 
Deviation Indicator) will be shown in the EHSI and the autopilot will intersect the selected radial 
and fly that course.  If the Nav receiver is a GPS receiver with flight planning, the EFIS/Lite 
autopilot will fly the course based upon tracking information (left or right of course) from the 
selected flight plan and the aircraft’s position. 

 
ILS – ILS Localizer and Glideslope  
 
If the Nav receiver is tuned to an ILS/LOC the autopilot can intercept both the localizer and glide 
path to fly the ILS. 
 
ILS Armed   EFIS/Sport will fly Heading Bug at assigned altitude until – 
 
ILS Localizer is good and statistically valid, EFIS/Sport makes the turn, flying 

Localizer at assigned altitude until -- 
 
ILS/GS Glideslope is good and statistically valid, EFIS/Sport intercepts the Glideslope 

and flies the ILS both laterally and vertically.  You are now fully coupled and on 
the glidepath for landing. 

 

 DANGER: When flying an ILS, the EFIS/Lite autopilot  will follow 
the glideslope in descent, but as with any autopilo t, vigilance 
must be maintained for airspeed and descent minimum s.   
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LOC  – Localizer  
 
The HSI will display the localizer signal being received from your Nav receiver. This is similar to 
an ILS without the Glideslope deviation information.  The autopilot will fly the heading bug until 
the localizer is intercepted and then turn to fly the localizer.   
 
LOC BCRS – Localizer Back Course  
 
The HSI will display the localizer back course signals being received from your Nav receiver.  Use 
this mode for flying a back course localizer.  The autopilot will fly the heading bug until the back 
course localizer is intercepted and then turn to fly the localizer back course.   
 
Virtual VOR  
 
The Autopilot will intercept and fly the course selected on the EHSI to or from the fix entered in 
the Virtual VOR field.   

 
The EFIS/Lite has a very powerful built-in feature called Virtual VOR.  Basically, you can treat any 
known fix as a VOR with radials and distance information.  It’s like multiplying the number of 
VORs available to you by a hundred or more!   

 
The VOR Name/Identifier entry boxes, five in all, can be used for multiple purposes. To enter an 
actual VOR, simply scroll through the alphabet with the inner control knob and move the cursor to 
the right with the outer knob when the desired letter is shown.  Once the third letter is entered, 
(eg. BRK) push the inner control knob and the name and frequency will be displayed below the 
entry boxes.  With some radios connected via a serial interface, the NAV radio can be 
automatically tuned. 

 
The selected VOR is used by the EFIS/Lite in one of two ways:  

 
First, EFIS/Lite can “talk” to your NAV radio to get the course line information to provide a needle 
and deviation display exactly as you would expect from an HSI or OBS selector.  The needle will 
be shown in yellow for this mode.  Again, the EFIS/Lite does not contain synchro/resolver 
hardware.  Please consult our website for a list of current approved NAV radios that support 
remote OBS selection. 

 
Alternatively, the VOR can be used in “Virtual Mode”.  This mode is selected in the AP menu by 
changing the Nav Source to “Vir VOR”.  The Virtual mode still allows the selection of a VOR, but 
all indications on the HSI display are calculated based upon your current GPS position.  The 
needle is still shown, along with a course deviation and To/From flags. The needle and VOR 
information in the lower right of the HSI will be shown in blue.   In the Virtual VOR mode, the 
navigation receiver is not used, and any VOR at any distance can be used. 

 
Airspace fixes all have five characters in their identifiers, and so must be entered as such – 
BAPPY, MARBL, etc. 
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In Virtual VOR mode, you can use the HSI for any known fix, and fly it as if it were a VOR with 
radials and distance.  For example, you could enter the GPS fix at the end of a runway (found on 
GPS approaches) and then select the runway heading for the OBS needle.  This enables the HSI 
to display a virtual localizer, the deviations indicating whether you are left or right of the runway 
centerline.  Remember though that the deviation dots in the HSI will each equal 2 degrees off of 
course, and not ½ degree as they would for a true localizer.   
 

 Danger:  This procedure is for reference only and M UST NOT be 
used in lieu of an instrument approach, existing or  otherwise.   

 
GPS – Use internal GPS flight plan  

 
This mode commands the autopilot system to follow the list of GPS fixes assigned in the GPS 
flight plan. The autopilot can only follow these fixes if a valid GPS signal is being received. 

3. Lateral Nav Source Setting  

 
EFIS/Lite can manage two radios, one Serial (like the Garmin SL30) and one Analog (like the Garmin 
GNS430).  This box allows you to choose which radio to follow.  By default, they are named Serial and 
Analog, but this can be changed in Setup.  Please see the EFIS/Lite Installation Guide for details on radio 
naming. 

4. Lateral Commit  

Once the Autopilot is engaged, the Nav Source can’t be changed without either disengaging, or using the 
Commit button.  Imagine scrolling through all the Nav Sources with the AP trying to follow you!  This 
button simply allow you to change Nav Source while still engaged. 
 
A common use for this is to be flying Heading Bug waiting for the ILS.  Once approved for the ILS, simply 
set Nav Source to ILS and push Commit.  That’s all there is to it. 

5. Vertical Nav Engage  

The autopilot can climb or descend to a selected altitude or hold at the current altitude. Either Airspeed or 
Vertical speed can be used for the climb or descent rate.  For indicated airspeed climbs, the airspeed 
selected must be between Vy and Va.  For vertical speed climbs or descents, airspeed must remain 
between Vy and Va and the VSI can not  be greater than 2500ft/min descent  or more than 5000ft/min 
climb.  
 
TIP. Typically autopilots are set to use an indicated airspeed for climbs, and a vertical speed for descents.  
The EFIS/Lite uses the requested altitude and current altitude to determine whether it should climb or 
descend. Please remember the autopilot will only do what you tell it to do, to the best of its ability, and 
you must therefore never leave it unattended.  Power settings are not controlled, and neither does the 
autopilot watch out for terrain.   
 
If the Altitude Engage can not be selected (check mark in the box), it is because the Autopilot controller is 
not powered up or not connected.   

6. Altitude Preselect  

Like all other numbers in EFIS/Lite, just use the outer knob to put the cursor in the field and turn the inner 
knob to select the value you want.  The new value determines whether the AP will climb or descend. 
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7. Altitude Hold Button  

Selecting this button, by turning the outer knob and pushing the inner knob, will take the current altitude 
and round to the nearest 100ft then select this altitude as the hold value.   

 
TIP. It’s much easier on the autopilot and your airplane to stabilize at your desired altitude first, trimming it 
for the airspeed and altitude you wish, then engage the autopilot and altitude hold.  The reason for this is 
the EFIS/Lite autopilot (and many others) do not have the ability to change the trim. If your airplane is 
trimmed for a climb at 80 KIAS, and the autopilot is flying level at 140 KIAS, you can see that the autopilot 
is fighting the trim and will wear out the servos, not to mention the extra wear on your control mechanisms 
and surfaces.  Also, you’ll get quite a jolt when you disengage the autopilot! 

 

 WARNING: Never use an Autopilot during icing. 

8. Vertical Clear  

Pushing this button will disengage the Vertical Autopilot and set the Altitude Preselect  to zero.  This is 
the “Turn this thing off and reset everything” switch you’ve always wanted. 

9. Vertical Commit  

Once the Autopilot is engaged, the Vertical settings can’t be changed without either disengaging, or using 
the Commit button.  To change the Altitude Preselect or Vertical Speed while engaged, just change the 
setting to what you desire than push Commit. 
 
A common use for this is to be change assigned altitude while in flight.  Just pick the new altitude and 
push Commit and EFIS/Lite will take you to your new altitude at the Vertical Speed you have chosen. 

10. Climb/Descent Mode  

Choose either Airspeed or VSI to control your climbs and descents. 

11. Vertical Speed Hold  

The Vertical Speed Hold selection allows the pilot to select the VSI autopilot setting that is desired for the 
current mode of ascent or descent.  See Vertical Nav Engage for more detail. 
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Checklist Screen – CKL Button  

 
The Checklist screen can be called up by touching the CKL button on the EFIS/Lite Front Bezel.   
 

 
 
Moving the outer knob highlights a Checklist to show, and pushing the knob in brings it up like this: 
Pushing the inner knob in checks each item and moves the cursor forward to the next item.  Once 
complete, touch any button other than CKL to clear the Checklist screen. 
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Settings Screen – SET Button 
 
This screen can be called up by touching the SET key.  The concentric knobs at the bottom of EFIS/Lite 
Front Bezel move the cursor on screen and change field values. Use the outer knob to move between 
different elements of the Settings Screen and use the inner knob to change values. 
 

 
 
Starting at the upper left hand corner of the above picture and moving clockwise are descriptions of each 
of the fields and their function: 
 

1. Current Software Version  

 
  This shows that this unit is on version 2.19. 
 

2. Altimeter Setting  

 
Turn the outer knob to move the cursor between fields, turn the inner knob to change 
the field value. 

 
 
 

Chart Selection  

GPS Waypoint 
Identifier 

GPS Waypoint  

GPS Waypoint 
Frequency List  

Current FSS 
Frequency List  

Altimeter Setting  

Virtual VOR  

Virtual VOR 
Identifier 

Virtual VOR 
OBS Selector 

Nearest VOR  

Clear Virtual 
VOR 

Nearest GPS 
Waypoint 

Chart Zoom 

Set Level  

Fast Erect  Altimeter Units  Current Software 
Version 
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3. Altimeter Units  

 
Turn the inner knob to change between Inches Hg, Millibars, and Feet ASL.  EFIS/Lite will 
automatically convert the Altimeter Setting as you change units. 
 

 
 

4. Set Level  

 
This is used in a similar manner to moving the little airplane up and down on a 
traditional attitude instrument.  For example, if EFIS/Lite is installed in a tail wheel 
airplane, Set Level should be used once the airplane is in level cruise flight.  Once this 

has been done, EFIS/Lite stores this setting until this is used again.  EFIS/Lite uses quite a lot of different 
data to determine straight and level, and using Set Level resets the display to true zero.     
 

5. Fast Erect  

 
Pressing Fast Erect allows the system to re-establish reference to level. Unlike 
conventional mechanical gyros, no damage can be done to the electronic gyro system by 
performing maneuvers beyond its calibrated limits. 

6. Chart Zoom  

 
Turn the inner knob to change the scale on the moving map.  This is the same as turning the 
inner knob when the moving map screen is active. 
 

7. Clear Virtual VOR  

 
 
This clears the current identifier in the Virtual VOR.   
 
 

8. Nearest VOR  

 
Pushing the inner knob when this field is selected finds the nearest VOR and puts it into 
the Virtual VOR field.  This is useful when reporting your current position, or when you 
need a quick navigation fix. 
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9. VOR OBS 

 
This shows the currently select omni bearing or VOR radial.  You may change this 
setting from here by turning the outer knob to put the cursor in the desired field, then 
turning the inner knob to change the value.  This is similar to tuning the OBS when on 
the HSI page, except that it must be done one field at a time.   

 
The OBS value will be set for you whenever you choose a new VOR from the 
database.  It will be set to center the needle Direct-To the VOR. 

 
NOTE:   Changing this setting here can drastically change the course 

setting on the HSI.  Care should be taken when navi gating via 
VOR.   

 

10. Virtual VOR Identifier  

 
Turn the outer knob to put the cursor in the desired field, then turn the inner 
knob to change the value.  Once all three letters of the desired identifier are 
entered, push the inner knob to activate it.   

 

11. Virtual VOR  

 
Once activated, the Virtual VOR name, type, and frequency appears 
here, as well as on the HSI.  If EFIS/Lite is connected to an external 
Nav radio like the Garmin SL30, this frequency will automatically be 
entered into the SL30 when activated from here.   

 

12. Flight Service  

 
Turning the inner knob when the cursor is in this field 
scrolls through the available Flight Service Frequencies, 
based upon your current GPS position.  It also displays the 
distance to the antenna for that frequency. 

 

13.  GPS Waypoint Frequency List  

 
When there is an active GPS waypoint (airport destination) this field will list all 
of the frequencies associated with that airport.  Turning the inner knob will scroll 
through them.  If EFIS/Lite is connected to an external Nav/Com radio, pushing 
the inner knob when the cursor is over the desired frequency will automatically 
tune the Com radio to that frequency.   

 

14. GPS Waypoint  

 
When there is an active GPS waypoint (airport destination) the 
identifier and name will appear here. 
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15. GPS Waypoint Identifier  

 
Turn the outer knob to move the cursor over the desired field, then turn the 
inner knob to scroll through and set the value.  Once the desired identifier is 
set, push the inner knob to activate it.  Any known aviation fix may be 
entered here.  If it is an airport, the frequency list will become active for that 
airport.   

 

16. Nearest GPS Waypoint  

 
This is the same as for the Nearest VOR button, except it is for the 
nearest GPS waypoint in reference to the current location 

17. Chart Selection  

 
Turning the inner knob on this field will select between Basic (no airways) and 
Detailed (with airways).   
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Section III- Emergency/Unusual Operations 
 

EADI Electronic Attitude Direction Indicator 

1. Flying Electronic Attitude  

 
The EFIS/Lite Attitude Display is based on electronic inertial sensors instead of a rotating metal mass and 
as you would expect, flies a little differently.   Taking an iron wheel gyro to high pitch angles usually 
results in a tumble as the gyro spins up inside itself.  The EFIS/Lite uses a solid-state AHRS (Attitude 
Heading Reference System), which is not affected by flying knife-edge or inverted.  It does saturate, and 
will tell you when it does by showing Re-Erect  on screen in the center of the ADI. 

 
Saturation is the inertial equivalent of ‘pegging 
the needle’.  Our AHRS can follow you through 
maneuvers as fast as 200 degrees/second.  If 
you pitch or roll faster than 200 degrees/second 
the AHRS will continue to operate but will guess 
200 for any rate from 200 to 450+ degrees per 
second.  In short, it’ll come out of the snap roll 
showing not quite level, and the Re-Erect  will be 
up indicating that you are having just a little too 
much fun. 
 
To clear the Re-Erect  flag push the left hand 
button on the bottom of the face of the unit.  The 
system will re-erect in just 8 seconds. 
 
 

 
 
Unusual Attitude Recovery 
 

Follow the Yellow Arrow to recover from an 
unusual attitude.  The arrow always points in the 
direction of the sky.  NOTE: If the EADI is 
showing Re-Erect, this arrow may not be 
accurate.  Please be careful when using the EADI 
to recover from aerobatic maneuvers, which 
should only be done under VFR. 
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2. Fast Erect  

 
The ReErect message is displayed when the aircraft exceeds turning rates of 200 degrees/sec such as 
while doing aerobatics. The instrument is telling you that it was unable to keep up with the aircraft 
movements for some fraction of time. It’s like pegging the speedometer is a car and then being asked 
how fast you were going!  Depending on how long you exceed the 200 degree limit, will determine how 
inaccurate the display has become. Returning to near level flight and pressing the Fast Erect allows the 
system to re-establish reference to level. Unlike conventional mechanical gyros, no damage can be done 
to the electronic gyro system by performing maneuvers beyond its limits.  If the message “ReErect” is 
displayed in red in the center of the ADI, return to near level flight and select Fast Erect. If you have no 
visual reference to the ground (IMC) cross check airspeed, altimeter, turn and bank and DG to determine 
your orientation before using Fast Erect. The system will take about 8 seconds to find the reference to 
level and while doing so will display the message “Erecting”.  Don’t keep pushing the Fast Erect button 
while the “Erecting” message is displayed. 

 
NOTE:   Fast Erect is the electronic equivalent to “caging” a mechanical 

AI and then un-caging it. The aircraft’s pitch will  not necessarily 
be level on the ground as the system sets and store s the level 
reference each time the Set Level button is used.  Most owners 
set the level attitude for level in cruise flight c onditions which are 
probably not the same as when the aircraft is on th e ground. 

 

3. Attitude Failure Modes  

 
In the event that the AHRS detects an internal failure, it will flag No Attitude  in the space where the Re-
Erect flag appears.  This is your cue to power the system down, or to look to your backup instruments.  
Failures are rare, but can and do occur. Make sure all your instrumentation is functioning before 
proceeding into IMC or night-time conditions. 
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EHSI Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicator 

Magnetometer Failure  

 
In the event of a magnetometer failure or cable disconnect, the numbers around the compass rose will 
not be painted, and the rose will be fixed as shown below: 
 

 
 

 
NOTE:   Reconnecting the magnetometer will restore full function. 
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Section IV- System Component Overview 

EFIS/Lite System Component Overview 
 
The EFIS/Lite system is comprised of three individual components. Since many of these components are 
used to sense the aircraft’s attitude, it is imperative that they are installed correctly.  The installation 
guidelines in the EFIS/Lite Installation Manual must be adhered to for proper operation.  Whether you 
installed the system yourself or not, as a pilot, it is recommended that you be familiar with the 
components of the system as it may be necessary to check for proper installation if operational problems 
are encountered. 
 
The four EFIS/Lite system components are: 
 

1. EFIS/Lite processor  

 
 
 
The EFIS/Lite processor contains all the hardware, sensors and software, which enable it to perform the 
functions described in this Pilot’s Guide.   
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2. Magnetometer  

 
 
The Magnetometer is similar to a conventional flux gate. 
It senses the earth’s magnetic lines of flux and converts 
this to a heading.  It must be mounted in the aircraft as 
level as practicable with the label on top and the X arrow 
parallel to the aircraft’s longitudinal axis.  Great care 
must also be taken to mount this sensor away from 
magnetic interference. Improper mounting of the sensor 
will cause incorrect heading information. It may not read 
correctly inside buildings containing steel or while on 
concrete which has rebar in it! 

 

3. GPS antenna  

 
The EFIS/Lite is shipped with this small GPS antenna. It should be mounted on 
your aircraft with a clear view of the sky and with the label facing the ground.  
From above the aircraft, the antenna should look like the picture on the left.   
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4. Programming Keyboard  

 
 

The Programming Keyboard is used for setup 
purposes and is not needed during normal flight 
operations.  It is small and it is recommended that 
you store it in the aircraft in case it is needed during a 
trip away from home base. 
 
The keyboard can be used to simulate the bezel 
controls. Use the following keys while running the 
EFIS/Lite with the Programming Keyboard plugged 
in.   
 

 
 

NOTE:   Do not use the bezel controls while the Pro gramming Keyboard 
is plugged in.  It may cause the bezel and/or keybo ard to operate 
erratically.  

 

 

Keyboard Functions:  
 
 

Programming Keyboard Bezel Button/Knob 
1 DSP 
2 AP 
3 CKL 
4 SET 

Left Arrow Outer Knob Left 
Right Arrow Outer Knob Right 

Up Arrow Inner Knob Left 
Down Arrow Inner Knob Right 

Enter Inner Knob Push 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


